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rintroauction

Financial institutions in Africa have found production credit for 
small farmers to be an expensive' and unprofitable venture. 
Detractors of smallholder lending have been led. to declare it 
“neither warranted nor generally possible” (ilowse, 19749 259•)

3y contrast, near universal support-has'been'given to group 
credit - - a method of extending loans to associations of farmers 
rather than to individuals - - as a potential organisational 
solution, ' Leading authorities have claimed that “group 
approaches may be. an economic necessity in organizing cred.it . 
systems” (Lele, 19759 97s see also Uphoff, 1984? 68) and that 
indigenous village organisations as channels for delivering 
credit . . y deserve consideration and study." (Miller, 19779 86.) 
The World Baltic concedes that "the best pro'spects, in the. future, 
will-lie in some form of group responsibility for individual 
borrowings" (World Bank, 1975b,' 49»)

The purpose-of this paper is--to examine the role of farmer 
organisation in the mobilization and administration of 
agricultural finance,. . We show thatj in the communal lands of 
Zimbabwe, farmer -groups- facilitate savings .and access to 
institutional-credit. We also demonstrate that terms, of joint 
liability are- the most effective in reducing administrative.costs 
and recovering loans. The Commission of Inquiry'into the 
Agricultural Industry in Zimbabwe has recommended that "loans in 
the communal' areas (should) be made normally to groups” . ' '
(Cha-vunduka, 1982, 1555 see also Whitsun'Foundation, 1980a, 85.) . 
This paper provides evidence -.to unequivocally endorse this view,-

Sources of Credit

Credit, for'peasant 'farmers ■ iu Zimbabwe- originates in the main • 
from the. Small Farm.Credit Scheme of..the Agricultural Finance 
Corporation (AFC), a government-sponsored national agricultural 
bal'd:. The program was laiinched-in 1978/79 by the Muzorewa 
government in a bid to build rural political-' support in the ’
waning -days of Zimbab-. re-Rhodesia. It was expanded substantially 
after 1980 by the independence government'of Robert Mugabe with 
financial assistance from the International Development 
Association of the, Worl'd^ank. In 19839 the AFC made loans to 
peasant, farmers totalling $23.4m, about 90%  of whioh 'was to- 
purchase’ seasonal .inputs. . .'The average seasonal loan was 
approximately -$250 per: farmer, enough for example to grow;two- 
hectares of maize or one and a.half hectares of cotton (AFC, 
Statements of Loan.Account, 1984.) The AFC is the dominant force 
in institutional credit in Zimbabwe, providing '58% of all loans • 
in the areas surveyed in a .study of farmers- organizations:in the 
'1981/82 season-(Bratton, 1904,) and an even higher proportion in 
other parts of the country and later years (see Table 6,1,)

The. active non—government (n.g.o.) sector in.Zimbabwe channels 
■ small amounts of finance to peasant farmers-, in this case 33% °f
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' all seasonal loans in 1981/32. MJ.nl ike - the AJC, 'which is charged 
with serving*the country as a wSoie, n.g.o.-'s are.-local in; scope. 
Loans are distributed through projects targetted at specific 
villages or farmer' groups in particular regions. In 1982, for 
example, ’.Silveira House1 disbursed $93,000 in its ’•■’pump-priming 
revolving loan fund’?. • in /l-lashonal-and, all of it to purchase 
seasonal inputs (Silveira House, 1983,’89*)' ' The average’ loan was 
$41 which, taken tpgejiiar • with a farmer deposit, ’was enough, for- 
one. aero of maize, -The Silveira House scheme.is- clearly more 
modest, reaching fewer farmers with a smaller credit package than, 
the aFC scheme. . ■

Despite differences in scale of operation,- there are. basic 
similarities o.n the ' ■  that" government and non-government credit 
agencies approach the peasant sector, . Farmers’always .receive 
their loans, in-kind, in-the form of ’’’crop packs”, of seed, ,: 
fertiliser and- • chemicals .• The AFC will, also finance tractor
ploughing and, on occasion, hired labor for cotton and tobacco 
'growers. K.g-.o. credit regularly includes the cost of transport’ 
services to deliver inputs to the farm., - In both cases,- the credit 
agencies are faced with farmers who lack'tangible assets, for 
example a freehold .title .to land, that can be held in security 
against a loan, . .is a result, loans, are' guaranteed by a lien on 
the farmer's crop, administered in Zimbabwe in the form of--a,- 
"stop order” on payment by a-marketing board. ...When the. board 
receives the crop, it-first pays the lender .in full-before .

• releasing any proceeds to the farmer.

Otherwise, government and n.g.c. institutions■have a distinct, 
orientation which- do oorfnines who each serves. The AFC is 
charged by government-.to., supply finance to execute national ■ ■ 
policies of urban food security 'and agricultural production' for 
export.’ As in the commercial-.sector, the.thrust of the AFC loan 
pro gran towards' the. Small farmer is to boost, the output, and 'sale 
of. marketable crons.- -. Selection criteria for 'credit users are ' 
clear and tight. Only farmers who are resident full-time in a 
rural area ..are eligible. The main Considerations ’ arc;.’ the 9- 
'technical and,.economic viability of the farmer's proposed 
■cropping program.and his or hor "integrity and ability" (aFC,
1984,. 45 Nyengird, 1934, 5») ..In order to be included.'in. the AFC . 
loan' program, a farmer must have the. skills and experience to. 
reap a re-turn on :an investment in new crop inputs. The AFC--' 
deploys’ its .own field .staff to screen farmers'.for lo'ins, -The 
policy of accepting only those .deemed to be a sound risk means 
that'farmers with.’the highest-yields, highest crop sales, or a 
record ox repayment1in an established credit, scheme are given 
preference. By definition, these are the biggest and best . . 
farmers. - . •

The nig,9.'s have'more liberal lending policies. They aim not 
only bo maximise'^output but; also at-educational and welfare 
goals. The Silveira House revolving loan fund, for example, was 
first established in 197O - ."primarily- to help the needy, '£ that is' J  
those without enough cash" (Held, 1982, 15*) The focuus -is on 
the farm family and'agricultural credit,Is regarded as a.moans to



improve the nutrition and incomes of its members, Eligibility ' 
for a loan, does not necessarily depend on-the possession' of - proven 
farm management skills hut on agreement to undergo.training in 
financial discipline (including record and book-keeping) and to 
follow recommended practices during tho oropping .season. Farmer 
.groups are entrusted to make the selection of eligible users from 
among their own number* Households that are beginning the 
transition from subsistence to market production often find that' 
n,g,o*s tire the only available source of offioial financial 
support, The proportion of women receiving loans as head of. 
households, or in' their own right,' is higher with Silveira House i 
than with AFC*- .

H.g.o,’s"nonetheless generally resist establishing themselves as 
permanent financial institutions,; Hot only do n,g,o,’s lack the 
.resources, but they are generally committed philosophically to 
bridging their clients over to self-reliance•at the earliest 
opportunity. The aim is to "prime the pump" for a' few seasons in 
.order to- enable the household to accumulate its own resources to 
purchase seasonal and capital requirements*. Indeed, as of 1983* 
Silveira House decided to phase- out the revolving credit fund in 
order to concentrate on the formation of producer cooperatives 
•and credit unions (Silveira House,,-1984* 70»)..'

The_ source of credit varies markedly among, the communal areas 
surveyed,- ,.'xhe vast majority of loans yin Guruve (88%) originate 
from the AFC with only .a handful (5%) from the non-government , 
Commission for Social Services and Development (see Table 6,1,).
The pattern is reversed in Wedza where lit, St,'Mary's Mission 
administers most loans (71%). arid the AFC deals only with a- slim 
stratum of experienced farmers (23%,,) Where both government and' 
rion-govornment sources are available, farmers are.in a position 
to compare the strengths and weaknesses of er.ch, In_Wedza in 
1983* more farmers favored AFC credit (30%) than presently had 
it. The reason most, frequently given was that AFC, unlike the 
mission, did not ask farmers" to pay -a. deposit towards the cost of 
inputs. The farmers either overlooked the fact that AFC charged 
interest-whereas, the mission loan was interest « free', or preferred 
to pay interest;at the time of loan recovery as apposed to a - 
deposit' "up 'front,"- The probable reason is that' farmers have, 
cash in'the pocket in September, when they are paid for the crop, 
but-have exhausted their cash reserves by the following June when 
deposits are due,.' Farmers also felt that the mission loan, 
limitation of one acre of maize per. farmer was■unnecessarily 
restrictive and welcomed the ..AFC's willingness to finance more 
ambitious.cropping programs.V. Those who favored the non
governmental scheme (-58%) did not usually refer to the terms- 
of the loan. Instead they mentioned the 'timely delivery of 
inputs and the availability of transport' -to market, . These are. 
part of the mission's integrated program of support-services, of 
which, the provision of .credit: was only a part.

It is notable that commercial'bankers,. local. traders and ' 
professional moneylenders play almost no role in financing 
peasant agriculture* in. Zimbabwe; In no district did any
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respondent say that money or goods were borrowed from a "bank or store 
though in We da a fertilizer was available on credit direct from a ... 
city manufacturer* Dor is- there much evidenoe of organized 
nioneylending by middlemen of the kind prevalent in Vest Africa 
or South Asia (Miller, 19779 11 5.Tapsoba, 1981,) Only one 
farmer in the. survey claimed to'have a line.of credit at a. local 
store, which happened to be owned by his uncle, A rural trader 
from Chinyika remarked; "Loans are a very -limited aspect of L 
business, I only extend /credit_J7 to a few farmers with a very good 
agricultural record.” .(Majuru, .1984, 2,)* As will, be shown later, 
funds for-input purchases do flow among family members and ■ 
relatives, but rarely in-the form that farmers identified as a 
"loan,” that is,.with a specified repayment date or.interest 
rate. In Zimbabwe,' only a few farmers (9%) report formal "loans” 
from sources within'the expended family, though inGutu, where 
institutional credit is scarce, this practice is much more common 
(40'4) tha.n elsewhere .(see Table.6,1,)

Use of Credit

As in other parts of Africa,'institutional credit in Zimbabwe, is 
not directed principally at the smallholder (lele, 1975, 81).
After five years of independence the lion’s share of• agricultural 
finance 73% of AFC loan funds in 1983 - was still; consumed by
the large scale commercial farmer (see Table 6,2,) Long-term 
loans for the purchase and improvements of Land are only" 
available-to this sector and medium-term loans to communal 
farmers for- draft power,- fencing and agricultural machinery are.
.too scarce to meet-demand. (Ghavuiiduka, 1982, 150*) ' •' ' '

The provision of 'agricultural finance to peasants has a recent 
history in 'Zimbabwe. Between -1.9.64 and 1978 the Agricultural Loan 
Fund (ALF) gave loans, through a- network of newly-established 
cooperative societies (Whitsun Foundation, 1977? Cheater, .197^5 
Chayuriduka, 1982, 152.) A serious effort to -finance smallholder 
production was. only begun, however, after the Agricultural 
Finance Corporation assumed control of, lending to the peasant 
sector, " Whereas in 1979 communal area farmers received-less that 
2/o of total loan funds, by. 1983-tlleir share had, jumped to 17%
(see Table 6.2.J In terms of numbers of roans, unis represents - ■ 
69% of the transactions entered into by the AFC. In short, since 
independence there has been a marked shift in government credit 
.policy toward the smallholder without, at the'same time, 
seriously impairing'-the access of. the' large- commercial producers. '

Despite the redirection of credit facilities, ■ the .household survey 
data from three communal areas in-Zimbabwe indicates that loan money 
remains hard to. come by,. . In .-1981/32,' fewer than one'in five 
smallholders^ (18%) had a loan from an institutional credit scheme 
(see Table 6*3*) • Most official loan money is extehded for crop 
produotion and is most readily .available in the well-watered 
parts of the country. Availability of loans declines with 
rainfall, -A far,er om Guruve. is ten times more likely to receive 
a seasonal loan than' a counterpart in Gutu. . Financial 
' institutions in Zimbabwe", both governmental end non-governmehtal,
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concentrate ..their -investments in natural regions of high 
agricultural potential and low risk of. crop failure,

■■-In-actuality',-,the-_proportion o f ' survey respondents with a loan is- 
■ well above the;' national average due t o the. unusual characteristics 
of two of .the: survey'.districts, . Guruve, . especially'Chipuriro . 
on the plateau,• has reliable rainfall, deep red clay soils and
• warm temperatures. Even during the droughts of the early 
1980*s, small farmers regularly produced plentiful surpluses 
of maize and-cotton, . !fhe bankers of the. AFC have, therefore
• provided • C-uruVo with, relatively generous'credit facilities ■
■to the. point where "31%. of farm-households receive a.-seasonal . 
loan,- V/edza is atypical in another sense, .From 1966,-
the Catholic mission/, at Rusunzwi ran; a package■■-program £ Or maize 
in -'which fertilizer and seed wore provided on .credit; Farmers, 
gradually gained experience i n .the management of loans and: . 
arrangements were made for those with a good repayment record to 
graduate,, .from the mission into the national AFC loan program. At 
the time of the survey, 19% participated in a credit soheme, 
Guruve and.Vedza are therefore better endowed.with financial 

•'services than-other peasant' agricultural .-areas of Zimbabwe, Of • 
the districts surveyed, Gutu, ’where only 3% of farmers have 
.loans, has. the most nationally, representative credit rating. The 
norm is. that-only one out of.. every twenty, farm families (5/6) has 
access to seasonal credit. ,

Small farmers who secure a seasonal loan are likely to become 
repeat users of credit rather than gaining an independent- 
capacity' to finance farm operations, . Three out of four '■ •■ - 
households (72%) who take a loan-in one season continue the 
practice in the following season (see Table'6,3«) For AFC
clients, the second loan is invariably larger, permitting the 
application of repornmended levels of fertilizer to extended 
acreages, ' Repetitive use of credit is most Common in,Guruve 
(90%), probably because of. the relative■abundance of loan funds '. 
and the reliable production and repayment record of most farmers 
there. It is lowest in V/edza (53/0 perhaps because the use Of 
cash^for input purchases is widespread, or because farmers in ■ 
Wedza can choose from several credit'schemes, some.of which are 
expanding and attracting first-time users,.

' Because Of the limited spread of institutional credit, the. demand 
by peasant farmers for loan funds is not being met, - Hopeful 
applicants 'are rogiilarly turned away from the annual. AFC loan 
application meetings held during April at rural service centers 
throughout the country,- Even after drought years, non- 
governmental loan schemes that require a farmer, deposit are 
fully subscribed, despite the financial hardship entailed for the 
household, . - '

In '1983", exactly half (50$ of all farmers'interviewed said that 
. they would like to have a loan in the sessonto come (see Table 

6,5,) Current -loanees were much-more likely to express interest 
(91$ than those without a loan (41%.) '-̂ his suggests, that the 
•■■experience of usingJcredit-his generally been -a favorable one.

6 / • Mil
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Even after e. season of drought, debt had not risen to a point 
where credit users, had become discouraged and wished to withdraw# 
Perhaps'credit users harbor the reasonable expectation that- debts 
will be rescheduled or even cancelled if only they wait long . 
enough.- Interestingly, the level of demand, for seasonal credit, 
especially among non-users, is almost identical in every natural 
region, including those least'hospitable to crop production# ••

Given erratic' seasonal .rainfall, enrollment 'In a credit scheme 
•exposes producers to .high levels of risk, •' For this reason many
small farmers 
institution w

justifiably regard borrowing money from a financial ' 
dth scepticism and suspicion# The other side of the

coin of unmet demand for credit among some farmers is the. refusal 
among others to expose- themselves to- risk. A broad stratum of •
farmers, again exactly'half of the total (50$  expresses no 
interest in borrowing money to purchase farm inputs. The reasons 
given are instructive (see table 6.3.) All are variations on the 
seme theme, that is, fear of debt. Some farmers (38$ state this 
explicitly, often using an identical phraseology? '"I am afraid.I 
will fail to repay." As one Gutu farmer lamented, "Everything I • 
earn from selling maize goes to my children's school feesi" A 
similar response was heard from a farmer, group secretary in 
Guruve? "Even when-wq sell forty bags there is not .enough left of
the check to. feed the-children. It seems'like’we are'working for 
other people and not'for our families. We say 'no' to finance1"

The root cause is the low rate of return on the existing 
technical packages under the conditions faoed by peasant farmers, 
a problem which credit availability alone cannot alleviate.

Although the basio theme is fear of debt, the farmers explanation 
is sometimes-indirect. It may be couched in terms of the 
farmer's- own physical infirmity (13$  or the shortage of good 
land (10$) Asked an elderly cultivator in Gutu, pointing to a' 
barren stretch of sandvclds "How can a field like this produce• 
enough to pay back a loan?" Only a minority (14$ give what 
might.be regarded as a positive reason for shunning credit, that 
is, that they prefer to. use their own cash (see Table 6.3.) ■

Use of Savings '

Without credit, farmers must pay the full price for farm inputs 
before the agricultural season .begins. In Zimbabwe's peasant 
sector, large amounts of household savings:are mobilized to cover 
the cost of modern methods of .farming. . There are substantial 
flows of capital along informal channels into and within the 
peasant.household. Indeed, more cash is -mobilized informally for 
input '-purchases in Zimbabwe than is distributed by formal . 
institutions. By conservative estimate,-between two and three 
times as much money is available in an average year from_personal 
sources than from official credit schemes. As ,\n other parts of 
Africa, smallholders,have a greater capacity to.generate savings 
than is commonly assumed (Adams, 19783 von Pischke, 1981.)

7 / M t ••
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One theme of this study is the thorough integration of peasant 
producers in Zimbabwe into the cash economy, Almost -all small 
farmers (86%) 'commit savings'to purchase seed, fertilizer or 
chemicals (see-' Table 6,4.) The use of cash is most common in. 
Wedza (92%), perhaps due to the proximity of the area to the 
capital.city and its high -rate of male 'labour migration*. But 

•• even in other places,, -like Guruve where cred.it is plentiful'
. •' (83$«)» or Gutu which is from a .major. urban -centre (02%;), the 
overwhelming majority of. households’ also, invest personal savings 
into agricultural production. The "average" amount of cash 
' mobilized by each household in "19-31/82 was $50 in Gutu, $57 in.
.Vodza and $1'29 in Guruve, although the range of disposable . 
incomes available for input purchases is very wide, .in each 
district, With steady increases in input prices, especially for. 
fertiliser, these amounts will have since ris.en.'

Vftiere do these savings come from? When asked, farmers gave the 
following, answers’-, in order of priority (see Table' 6.4.): First, 
money for input purchases^(50%) is raised from the sale of 
• agricultural produoe, usually in the preceding season. Most of - 
this cash comes from price-controlled.crops•sold through 
official marketing channels", , although some income does derive 

: from garden crops peddled.in local markets. In all areas of the 
^country, crop sales are the largest source of savings for input
■ purchases. Feasant farmers -in Zimbabwe are clearly willing to 

"plough back" into agriculture part of the proceeds of .present 
production. . The importance of sales, hove’ver, should .not be 
overstated. A "seasonality", effect is suspected in the data.
The survey questions concerned the 1981/82 agricultural season, 
that’ is,-the season following the bumper harvest of 1980/81 in 
which peasants earned record incomes from selling 'maize..
Following drought seasons - - or even normal seasons - 
agricultural sales fall .and remissions from urban wage earners 
become a more commonly used source of cash for input purchases.

Remissions from relatives in town make an important secondary 
contribution even when the rains ere good. Almost one-third 
(29%) of households rely on absent wage earners to provide the • 
wherewithal to purchase inputs, though this overall figure is 
skewed downwards by the unusually low level of remissions to the 
self-sufficient farmers of Guruve (12%.) Working relatives 
either send money home or, more commonly, purchase input items in 
town at low prices.'•As the, rains approach,• husbands or relatives 
arrive for a visit home carrying a bag of seed or fertilizer or a

■ piece of farm equipment. .

The contribution of ’wage remissions to the household budget as a 
whole is even more- substantial. -• We have not considered the use '. 
of this type of income on household expenditures on food, . . . 
clothing, passenger- transport or education, but. only expenditures 
on seasonal agricultural inputs'. The proportion of rural ■ 
households that depend oil .urban wages for .social and consumption ' 
spending is .almost certainly higher than the one in three 
■reported here (Bonnevie-, 1983.)

« • • • 0
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The remainder of savings for agriculture come from casual wage 
labor (21%),'often.on a neighbor's farm, or from craft sales, • 
artisan work or beer-brewing (lS%,) Local ‘sources of off-farm 
income, especially-in areas that are marginal -j?or crops, play an 
important supporting role in’the commercialisation of peasant 
production (Truscot-t, 1983.)

The use of personal.savings does not depend on whether the 
^household has a loan from a credit scheme, There is no 
discernible difference in-the frequency of'cash purchases of 
inputs between credit’ users. (84$) and non-users (87/0 (see Table• 
6,4-,) - In other .words, agricultural credit only-partially meet’s 
and does not eliminate the need for. households to raise, their own 
resources. Farmers- tend to' simultaneotisly follow a variety of 
farm management'practices on different household plots, with some 
plots set aside for. the application of input packages- provided o n - 
credit. Other plots are reserved for the inputs that the 
household assembles from sources of its own, while still other 
plots are cultivated entirely without benefit of-purchased 
inputs. Only in exceptional cases will farmers receive enough 
credit: to apply uniformly -high levels of inputs to all plots,.
This is further indication of the generally limited spread.of 
credit services in .that loan recipients can rarely borrow enough 
to cover the cost of all the inputs they use,

: \
Whether farmers use credit or cash clearly determines whether 
they are able to purchase and apply inputs at recommended levels. 
For example, the. maize fertilizer package promoted by the 

•: national extension service in Wedza calls for five bags of 
' fertilizer per acres a basal dressing of 3 x 50kg bags’of 
compound fertilizer,’ plus .a top dressing of 2 x^.0kg bags of 
■nitrogen, Fe-wer than-one in ten farmers (’9%) actually purchases 
and .applies this package!' (Bratton and Truscott, 1985s 1.) ^he 
great majority (83/0 kuy smaller amounts of fertilizer (5%) or 
no fertilizer, at all (30%,) There is a close relationship, 
however, between-adoption of the recommended package and the. U3e 
of credit. Most of those who follow the• recommendation ’(76%) are 
credit users', whereas most of. those who depart from the 
recommendation (74%) use cash alone. The implication is clear. 
The recommended, fertilizer package is not usable by small farmers 
in; the. absence of credit. ' .The chances of"wide diffusion axe 
negligible because’institutional credit will .always bo in short . 
supply. \7hen farmers invest their own resources, "they cut baok 
to smaller-and cheaper ’input packages.- rfhese packages have the 
potential to diffuse' widely, by tapping into the substantial 
informal flows of savings, that originate, enter, and circulate in 

. the communal lands. - .

Research elsewhere iri Africa leads US' to. expect that formal 
credit'will be channelled to. classes in rural society who have 
wealth, power and prestige (Sicher and Baker, 1982, 199*) A 
prediotablo finding emerges.from the- data'in Zimbabwe that the 
social distribution of small farm-loans is uneven. Credit is 
concentrated in the hands of fanners who have the- largest 
reserves of cash, -In every district in Zimbabwe, credit -users

9 /
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invest more: personal resources into input purchases than do 
non-users. In Guruve in 1981/82 they used almost four times as 
much cash ($264 versus $69) and .in Gutu nearly five times as much 
(204 versus .§44) (see Table 6,5.) In short, small farmer credit 
in Zimbabwe’ does not reach the most needy*. Indeed, credit helps 
to widen the gap- between poor ahd wealthy farmers,' When credit 
and savings' arc added together and total expenditures on crop 
inputs compared, the- credit users in Guruve and Gutu arc seen to 
enjoy.at least seven times as much in seasonal capital resources 
as.-non-users' (e.g. $482 versus $69,) .

The' question arises as to why credit is, more evenly distributed 
'in Wedza than in .other districts and why the disequalising effect 
is less severe .there .than elsewhere. We -already know that more 
farmers, take loans from the mission than from "the ‘AFC.- One 
plausible hypothesis-is that non-government credit schemes are. 
more-likely to serve poor farmers than government scheme3* The” 
Wedza data lend support .to this ..hypothesis, though the case is 
not'compelling. In 1981/82, the "average” Wedza farmer put 057 
fro’gi his own pocket towards input purchases compared -with $67 for 
mission credit users and $94 for AFC credit users. We conclude 
that both .types of scheme concentrate on the wealthier.'farmers 
but that the bias ;is less marked for the n,g,o, than for the 
government credit scheme. ' • ' .

Groups and Sayings.

This-paper is part of.a broader study of small farmer 
organization, .Therefore the main issue of interest is the effect 
of organization among f armeis on the mobilization of agricultural 
finance. In particular, we want -to evaluate' the'- effectiveness of 
group methods .of credit administration-in .Zimbabwe, Before turning 
to this topic, -a few words must first be said about' the role of 
farmer groups in organizing rural savings. The literature on . 
this subject is fairly comprehensive (Smith and Dock, 1982; ,
Arnold, 1982; Chimedza, 1984) so the review here will be'short.
But because credit is scarce and because farmers fear debt,’rural 
savings are clearly the major source’from which future production 
must be financed. . ' ■ .

Thorp is' evidence to .suggest that group farmers are better able 
than individual's to raise cash ;for crop production through 
informal, non-institutional channels. The reason' is not that... 
group farmers (905I) are-significantly more likely than 
individuals’(84%) to commit their own cash to seasonal input, 
purchases (see Table 6,6,) Hor .do they '-spend significantly more 
on inputs ($119) than individuals ($410,) In fact,, the behavior 
of ,group and Individual, farmers is .virtually identical in terms 
of the use of cash. Only in multipurpose groups (Type D) do 
farmers rely on cash more frequently than normal, Perhaps, as will 
be shown, they-lack' consistent access to institutional credit 
over several seasons (for' a classification of farmer groups see 
Bratton', 1984* 1 •) . ’

10 /
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Rather, the distinctive role of_ group organization is to provide 
a framework for the 'accumulation*of rural savings. Oddl^> when 
we first asked farriers about where' they obtained cash for input 
purchases,-' nobody mentioned savings as' a source. .When' we 
ie«*visited farmers in Wedza in . 1984 we therefore made sure to 
.probe into this subject. The habit of saving for planned 
agricultural, purchases’ is beginning to.. catch on among. Wedza 
fermeis with almost one-half (4.8/0) reporting that they regularly, 
at least once a month, set aside money to buy fertili?^er.

Significantly, group.farmers (51/0 are much more likely than 
individuals (28/i) to engage in regular savings (see Table ’6,6,) 
Group farmers' may have -caught the' savings .habit as clients, of the 
extension -service, -whose message emphasises the .ixeed- to .plan 
ahead.for-improved agriculture. -It is noteworthy, however, that 
. group members tend to save alone in the privacy of. the household, . 
.rather than pooling-with others in a joint-savings account, ' The 
bonds' of.'group organisation apparently d&- not bind members 
tightly enough that leaders are automatically entrusted with the • 
safekeeping of money, - Unlike other parts of the country such as 
I-lanica-land -and Mashonaland West,. the farmers of Mashonaland East 
have yet to take- with gusto to the idea of savings clubs. Yet 
once procedures are taught for record keeping and banking, 
farmers do respond. A. campaign to promote.'savings clubs in Wedza 
raised the proportion-of farmers who belong from'.2%  to 9/4 between 
1982 and 19.84 (Bratton' and Truscott, 1984,2.) Without exception, 
all the' Wedsa farmers who save together with others are members 
of pre-existing farmer' groups who have added savings as a 
supplement to other group activities (see Table 6.6,.)

• Precisely how does group organisation help members mobilise cash? 
There are basically two formal-structures, each with its own 
procedures." For those who wish to save with others there are 
savings clubs and for those who wish to save alone there are cash 
groups,

A.feature of savings clubs is the .common desire of members to 
serve money-as an alternative'to the use of agricultural credit.
The members, 'overwhelmingly, women, commit themselves to meet 
weekly and deposit-.small amounts of cash, usually ten or twenty 
'pents. Each member sticks stamps into -her savings book according 
to the amount.of the deposit and the treasurer'keeps a central 
.record. The consolidated club fund is banked in an interest- 
bearing account of the nearest branch office of a - ..
financial institution,' In "Mauhgwe. District, Manicaland, during 
the 1932 drought, 920 farmers in 54 clubs accumulated savings of 
$14,400 (Chimedza, 1.984, .53 0  Savings are not spent, solely on
production inputs but also for consumption and ceremonial •

' purposes such as clothing,.funerals and' weddings• ' The group • 
discourages the’ whimsical dissipation of savings by" asking 
members-to explain the purpose’of each withdrawal, - While they 
cannot ultimately refuse a member access to her own funds, -the 
group encourages frugal budgeting, for example by setting savings 
targets' to cover major hpusohold investments. Between July.arid. 
October, each member or the group as a whole withdraws a lump sum

11/
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to buy. fertilizer and seed. If'a bulk order is made* two; members 
go to the post office or building society to draw a check in 

. favor, of the supplier. In most cases, members obtain input items.
. without outside financial help, but "after a bad season, some of 
us have tb go back to relatives or to oredit" (Kumboedza Guzha 
club, Zwimba,) ' .

Cash groups are more loosely organized than savings clubs. Cash 
groups include men, often a majority, and meetings, are limited to 
two or three per year. They may even assemble spontaneously;- 
when other avenues of input procurement, for example through 
credit, become closed or oversubscribed, .ill accumulation is

■ done within the individual household without shared targets or
organised rules'of savings and budgeting, . After the harvest is 
in, the ohairman calls a meeting of. farmers in the area "to see 
what money we have for ordering fertilizer11 (Dombwe cash group, 
Mangwende,) The grouptcompiles a bulk'order with each • 
participating household pledging to pay for a given proportion of. 
the inputs*: The .chairman qr secretary then contacts the local-
fertilizer company representative or, if none is available, ■

■ travels to town to place the order. Payment is made at this, time - 
or at some later date before the despatch of the goods. In the 
past, the group used to pay the local fertilizer representative 
direotly, but this is no longer possible because of banditry in 
the communal lands. The members gather again on the appointed 
delivery:day, to participate in unloading the delivery truck,

■ - The group then disperses and, in the loosest of cash groups, may
not subsequently meet until inputs are needed again in the 
following year, 'One chairman el aimed that, after talcing credit - 
for three years beginning in 1976, his group was now completely 
weaneds "we are now buying cash and have, no need _to go bade /  to 
credit J , oven in this bad year" (Nyaofrowe Group, Zwimba,')

Groups and Credit
v. ■ . I ' ■

Achieving.access to finance from an institutional credit agency 
is more difficult for peasant farmers than getting any other - 
agricultural service. In Zimbabwe, technical advice is • 
widespread but credit is highly concentrated. An interesting 
enquiry is whether farmers organizations oan provide a gateway to 
soarce services as they do for relatively abundant ones,like 
extension. One test of the effectiveness of an organization 
is whether it can secure goods and servioes for its members 
even when these are in-short supply,

; The answer in Zimbabwe' is clear,' . Membership of farmers - .
organizations'f.roes together with,.access to credit. Far more - 
group members (7>2%): use credit' than individuals (7%) (see Table 
6777] Only in Guruve' arc- farmers (2-f/b) able to obtain credit in 
their'own right as independent plotholders. This is because the 
AFC started credit early in Guruve at a time when group lending 
had yet to receive serious consideration in government circles . 
and because, in any. event, group organization is relatively week 
. in Guruve. Everywhere else the:association betvreen roups and 
-credit is almost perfect.- Individual oredit users are an '

1 2 / , t , a,0
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extremely rare species (l/o) compared with users in {groups in both - 
Gutu (7%) and Wedza (31%.) ■ :

It therefore appears tha,t, in Zimbabwe, the surest way for a 
smell 'farmer to obtain loan funds is to join a {group whose 
members are clients of a credit' agenoy. Indeed, when farmers 
were asked why. they joined, the most frequent answer - after 
collective labor (39%) ~ ~ was "to get credit” (26%,) Farmers 
obviously seek material advantage, from group membership and 
seasonal loans are a powerful incentive to cooperation. In some 
oases, especially in Guruve.,. farmers join with others simply to 
be recognised for AFC financing though tho^group’' formed in' 
this.manner may exist in name only and for no other common, 
purpose, ’• More, often, especially.in Wedza, credit is one activity 
among many within groups first organized for labor or marketing. 
Sven' in these .groups, through choice or circumstance, not all 
members will participate and- the credit users form a subset 
within the group, "

.'Certain types of group offer better prospects for credit access 
than others. Si-nce credit goes to- the better-off farmers' it is . 
not surprising that access is best in the marketing ('-type C)
(jQ/'o multipurpose groups (Type D) (46%), whore these farmers 
■congregate (see Table 6.7.),

The causal role of group organization' can be tested by-examining the 
time seqiience of access to credit. If farmers have credit before 
joining we con conclude that group organization'plays no part in 
ioan access. If, however, credit follows after group, membership . 
we are on stronger ground in imputing-an organizational effect.
The' data indicate'that the great majority (8490- G^oup 
credit-users first receive a loon in the year they join or in a 
later'year. W e . can. therefore infer that groups form, .an' 
Organizational gateway through which farmers pass en route to the 
adiption of credit. - ■

Once initiated.into formal capital markets, farmers in groups 
(l7/o) e-re also more likely than individuals (5%) to be repeat 
users of credit (see Table 6.7*) Market group (fype c) farmers 
'are most likely to secure credit on a regular basis,.whereas' 
formative'producer cooperatives (Type D) have difficulty in doing 
so with members fluctuating pack and. forth. annually between 
credit schemes and hastily assembled cash groups. The overall • 
relationship of repetitive .use is not as strong .as with one-time, 
use, .which, can be interpreted as further evidence' that group '-. 
membership helps farmers^get access to loan funds for the first 
time. Since repetitive use is lowest in Wedza where n,g,o,'s are 
active, it. might also be taken to mean that n.g*o, .schemes, . 
being dependent on repayment into a revolving fund, are unstable 
and prone to collapse when large number of subscribers default, '
This is exactly what happended when n.g.o. schemes in Zimbabwe 
.found themselves without money to lend after the disastrous 
drought of 1982/83. .Since farmers'-are attracted to groups by the 
promise of credit, the collapse of small .schemes'can actually 
undeimino organization-building at the grassroots. The AFC,
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however,, has the institutional resources to adjust loan repayment 
schedules and tide defaulters over until better times, In,1983t 
AFC began to reschedule short-term loans over, two to five year- 
.repayment periods depending on the farmer’s position and his 
prospects of future success. . ■

Farmers in groups. -also evidently'' feel more confident in facing 
risk, perhaps because a group offers a supportive environment for 
producing and marketing a crop. Of farmers who plan to take a 
chance on borrowing in the future, group members (62%) again 
stand significantly apart from individuals (40%) (see Table 6,7,)

-The fact that group organisation and credit use are closely 
associated is loss'dramatic than .at first apparent since it. 
results from 'policy as much'as from'• probability,; All credit 
agencies in Zimbabwe take .e.dventage of the existence of voluntary 
organizations for the- 'administration of small loans. For 
example, n.g.o.'s lend exclusively to groups rand-never (0%) to 
individuals (see Table 6,7,) Silvpira House has adopted this 
policy to encourage "the development of strong cooperatives1' 
which it perceives as "a socially desirable objective" (Reid,
1982, 2,) The /iFC-policy is more diverse, with service offerred t 
both kinds of farmer. Although AFC is the main source of credit : 
for individuals (76%), it also engages in lending to group 
members, in some cases through'an-experimental group lending 
scheme launched after independence.

There is a clear pattern in the different types of farmer group 
favored.by different agencies. AFC works most regularly with 
members of extension '.(Typo A) and market groups (Type C.) . The 
connection with extension groups is explicable by-the loyalty of 
government extension workers who:naturally encourage farmers to 
work with•the government credit agency, -Indeed, extension group 
members completely shun n.g.o. credit (0%), perhaps because they 
are encouraged to do so by government extension staff jealous' of 
n,g,o, rivalry. The market group connection dates back to the 
pre-independonco period when government credit was distributed 
through marketing cooperatives. By contrast, most n.g.o, loans' 
go to members of labor groups(Typo B) and multipurpose groups 
(Type D.) The probable reason here is that n.g.o, extension, 
programs promote collective labor and-reward with credit those • 
farqters who engage.in it.- ■ \

Individual ana.Trowr Liability -
" • /

From the standpoint of -a financial institution,'there appear' to be 
distinct advantages to doing business with groups rather than 
with individuals. At minimum the. processes of farmer .selectionf 
and input delivery can • be streamlined.- More, significantly-, the 
cost of loan administration can be reduced if a single loan' can 
be granted to a. group as a. corporate entity. .At best, 'where • 
joint liability is accepted, credit institutions cante relieved 
of some of the risk of loan recovery and the burden.shifted onto 
organisations of the farmers themselves.

14/. • 9•••••
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Although all credit agencies in Zimbabwe have financial relations 
vrith fanner groups, a .group policy is. more integral to the 
operations of some schemas than others. Three levels of group 
involj£emjp nt can be distinguished according to the degree of 

“responsibility for'loan administration that is devolved by the, 
agency to its clients* It should be rioted,' however, that in ■
Zimbabwe farmers determine which level of involvement b c ^  suits 
their own .group, by subscribing to the scheme of- their ehi^ee. *

First there-is tho individual liability approach, best illustrated 
by the loans extended to individual farmers under the. AFC .
Small Form Credit Scheme, Since the AFC field inspectorate 
cannot yhysioally identify all potential- loanees on an .individual 
basis, farmers are reached through the’ medium of former group 
coituittees* Contact is made vdth the chairmen of former groups 
who asae.mblo their members . at'.loan application meetings, For-- 
ease of administration, applications arc accepted at one time 
only and the chairman may be asked to help appraise individuals 
who.se reputation is not known to. the AFC field officer,. A1though • 
there is no formal requirement.’6f. group membership, the AFC . 
spreads information about oredit through the local organizational 
network pikT.’therefore;.tends to. attract £ro.up members. The, AFC 
still takes the farming, reoo-rd of the individual-as the prime 
.determinant of eligibility, _ Experience has shown, hoover, that 
even in loosely knit, groups, members encourage and reinforce one 
another in the use..of improved orop management practices, thus 
raising yields and loan repayment rates. In practice, 
long-3tending members pf durable groups are favored in the AFC 
individual lending schemo and loanees are asked to inform the 
company, if they leave or change -groups• v This is the most limited 
level of group, involvement in'loan administration, Even though 
groups assist in.the identification of reliable farmors, loons.
,are’made to and recovered from individuals* Liability for 
repayment rests vdth the one farmer alone whose name appears on 
the AFC lorn register.

The sooond level of group involvement is voluntary .joint . 
liability, A good .illustration in Zimbabwe is tho revolving loan 
, fund., administered by Silveira House (SH) in Mashonaland; between 
.1970- and. 198$, ^his pro gram, promotes a oloscr connection between 
the vise’of. credit and other activities. For SH tho strength of 
the group rather than the forming reoord of' the individual membor 
is the criterion for loon eligibility, As with AFC, loans are 
made and accounted for on.an individual basis but, unlike AFC, SH 
.will.not lend to a farmer"who cannot provo membership of an 
active group. Indeed,: the. leadership committee of the. group is
asked to nominato recipients for credit. Furthermore, .SH 
gives "group awareness" training at a residential eourso and 
in the field to instil cohesiyoness, discipline and motivation.
Emphasis is .placed'on mutual"aid and collective responsibility, 
for examplej . as one mission offioial put.it "seeing the neighbor’s 
fioldac being as important as your own," The o.im is for group members to 
.do all agricultural operations in conoert on the plots where oredit 
’3oherae inputs arc applied. Even so, not all may reap an equally suooessful
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harvest and when produoe. is sold,' some members may bo unable to 
pay, in the event, the proceeds from the .crops of other* group 
members are not v/ithheld to cover tho debt. Instead, members, 
bring social pressur6 on one another in the knowledge .that, 
without, full repayment., all will lose eligibility for future 
loans* '.In practice;. this .leads debtors to raise cash for' 
repayment from non-agricultural souroos. In extrorae cases,. other 
group members will opt "to cover the debts of delinquent 
colleagues as a means ofretaining .group eligibility, Tie 
effectiveness. of voluntary group liability therefore deperWv. 
heavily on tho: .cohcsiyeness; of",the farmer ,.^roup itself.

The.third and final level of grojup-orodit is mandatory .joint /. 
liability. As a .result of negotiations botween-oredit agencies 
in 1980, tho AJ?C Agreed to- enrol.just over 100 proven Silveira 
House, groups for ahort-'tcriu loans., ' Eaoh farmer was given the 
full amount for tiro hectares of maize, an average of $290 per 
farmer in 1980, or roughly ten times tho amount extended from the 
revolving loan fund (Silveira House, 1982,' 71*) These farmers . 
formed the nucleus of separate group lending pro gram, within the 
AFC Small Farm Credit scheme which, by 1984 and despite the 
drought, expanded to cover 500-groups. (Nyengorai, 1984, 3*) The . 
distinguishing feature of. thi3 approach is "joint and several" 
liability, responsibility for loan administration and repayment 
rests 'with the group as a whole, 'Group leaders divide up the 
loan among members and do all internalaccounting on a form 
provided.by,AFC. Members are also ejected to sell'produoe to 
the Grain Marketing Board or. Cotton Marketing Board under one 
group name and registration number* ; Copayment for all members is 
channeled to ;the .i\FC by means of a stop order on the group 
account,. " Group-members therefore have no ohoico about covoring 
tho debts of follow farmers who fail,to market enough, but.do so 
automatically, as collective guarantor's bftho group loan.
Mandatory group, liability--is;tho- opprodoh to orodit 
administration that demands tho .moot, of each group, member and 
imposes the severest survival tost on farmer, organization.

Credit Sohomes Compared '

Credit schemes incur two. basic types of expense* First thero is 
tho cost of delinquency and default ai loan repayment. Farmers 
fail to repay for sever.il reasons: thq rocommcnded technology 
is not inherently profitable,: or orodit and ancillary service's 
' arrive late, or the-farmers themselves mgnrd. the. .loan as a.
. free gift from government, A high rate of default is also • 
linked to "overly ambitious expansion of orodit facilities with . 
inadequate follow u p !.by'the , * • authority'responsible for 
collection;"': (Lo1o ,'1975» 97) .
The second cost is the administrative ovbrhcads which arise when 
Staff, buildings and transport are. doployed in the task of extcndiTi 
oollcoting loans to.a large riumbor of small farmers everyJseason*<J 
Administrative coots are usually lowest for long-term loans to smr 
farmers-(World Bank, 1975&,.145*) As one authority has noted, "nelf 
government not private credit institutions have yet found a way to 
'make loans of a size needed by small farmers on an individual basis[ 
and at the same time keep administrative 003ts under control," 
(Miller, 1977, 74.) '
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Because of the political appeal of cheap credit, financial/ 
institutions in Africa have generally’bean reluctant to oharge an '

'economic interest rate. There is evidence that farmers are 
willing to pay a realistic price for borrowed money over short 
periods,, providing they reoeive financial inpu?**Srtd marketing • 
servioe3 -on time (Miller, .1977* 25.) Nonetheless, subsidized . 
interest rates have been the rule. Few credit sohemes have been
' designed to fully cover the costs, of default and-administration,.
In. Zimbabwe, the Silveira House scheme was operated on an 
interest-free basi6 until '1992 when a nominal 5% charge vas 
introduced, International donors covered administrative overheads 
and made regular .infusions of capital into the revolving loan ; 
fund.1' A a  for AFC, concessional interest rates for new borrowers 
(starting at 9% and rising-eaoh year) were negotiated as part of 
the agreement with the .Vforld Bank,-, According to one estimate, 
the interest rates charged by AFC by 19^3 03$0 covered the cost.. 
of either loan default or loan administration, but not both 
(Reynolds, 1984, 3«) Under these ciroumotancebr, every loan < 
extended to a small farmer represents a depletion of the capital 
stock of the.lending institution. To expand"a credit program, or 
simply to maintain it, the institution must seek'replenishment 
of loan funds from a government or donor,

In theory.at least, group lending on terms of joint liability 7. 
promisee to reduce the ra-tes of default and loan administration.
Too often, however, the supposed advantages of group lending are- 
asserted as an article of faith, without supporting empirical . ..

( evidenoe from operational programs. It is therefore valuable to ' 
compare the performance of individual and group lending sohemes • 
where these have operated side by side in Zimbabwe,
The most commonly cited advantage of group lending is that it 
outs the-unit cost of loan administration. A single-loan, made-to 
a collectivity of farmers reduoes overheads in direot proportion'

• totho number of farmers in’the group, • In Zimbabwe, estimates of 
administrative costs in peasant sector credit schemes are '
difficult to come by; One estimate for the AFC small farm credit 
scheme is for administrative ovorheads of up to 11$6 of loan

• oapital (Reynolds, 2984, 3«) This may be a conservative estimate 
given that AFC has embarked on a major decentralization initiative 
to serve the peasant sector with added expense incurred for now 
buildings, transport and staff. It also ignores' the cost of
'stop-order .processing absorbed by the marketing boards. Non
government- credit agencies with small staffs, low salaries and 
modest headquarters, might be. expeoted to be more cost effective 
than;a public corporation. But because they operate with . 
tiny amounts of loan oapital, n.g.o,fs. oannot achieve eoonomies > : 
of scale, .In 1Q83 Silveira House devoted about one-half of staff 
•time to administering its own revolving fund .and incurred an . . .. 
overhead rate for.that scheme of about 12/6 (personal communication, 
'Mr,. L. Ndemera, Director, .Agriculture Department,. SH.)
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STibstantiai. savings' - are'achieved, o,hly:-when,/several/ farmers'" axe 
administeredononeloan account Fas with ; the AFO .group lending 
■ scheme# :/; In 1198Jr;an 'average group loan' reached 20 farmers , 'with 
group sise/ranging .from-.'. 4 /to 172 farmers -(iUTC, Group Lending 
Scheme, JLoan Register, -19830 Theadrainistrative- burden is not “ 
b o r n e - entirely:- by - AFC1- because- Silveira: House ; continues^to : 

'iteo3TO'ii,;>'t5aXnĵ '•adVisê .̂ -:-̂ .̂ d/:in.-̂ somê jCases.•. do.; the'foookkeeping..„ 
Tor /;-.—  :groups^ proinoted:„to 'bhe group iending scheme, Even if AFC 
costs . are estimated, to- double without ’this' support, the „ ' 
administrative overhead of.. .trueogroup lending remains >at a mere 
T %  of capital lohned. This rate:; compares- -favorably: -with the 
overhead inyf.Tved in'lendirig• to large-scale commercial farmers in 
‘lZil)^abVe•/̂••''̂v>‘In••-theoryrj-:':>joint̂ ’ilî lbil•i.ty•«,-•:bê ef-its>• groups by '  

/encouraging. .lo:.adexshi’P .'Coi-nraittees .-.to: ;develop skills v and 
'procedures,'for ’financial control. Indeed group, lending can' only■«- 
function smoothly if group leaders learn to keep careful records ~>:- 
:of Iba/hs and repayments;;‘for / eac'h member* In prentice, few farmer 
groups in,.Zirababv;e .are ̂ entirely s'elf-r,eliant. in this .regard* The 
continued need for. paid accounting.services-represents a hidden 
cost of, the;.-otherwise cost-effective group lending appraooh,
’The main point,- hov/ever,-is- that remarkable economies are 
available/ in. Zimbabwe;-to- the. credit;agency that adopts a “joint 
and several liability” approach.

.Let us - now turn;to the question of dfclinquency-and default which 
has reoeived less attention in/ the literature as a realm..-in which - 

■ gx'oup lending.has potential;advantages, .-The story of smallholder 
 ̂credit recovery in Zimbabwe is a mixed One, though by no means as 
.. unhappy , as else\’d^erptintiTrica--(-Chavunduka,.- 1982, 152*) Before 
independence,.. the- African ljO an 'Fund achieved - ah average;' annual’ 
recovery rate of less than fifty percent on short-term seasonal 
loans;, : Its/staffwere .poorly - trained arid debt recovery through 
cooperatives; seriously - damaged the. reputation among farmers of 
ithef;6opperativd\-ia6vemehtv;,' A private/ ’sector lending organisation,
. -the. African.Loan Development■Trus t: (ALDT), exercised'stricter ., 
'credit control and was able to' achieve an average 9 1%  rate, of 
current recoveries each:“yea£»- inv' the period 1968-1 978* The : 
revolving fund program of SixVe.ira House was equally successful 
■at-,, it b  inception with an average - annual" rate - of. 8 7 %  -over the same 
.^period* , , In both-, oases, the credit..; agency., was ■deeiing.' vath. a small 
number of carefully chosen clients and exercising close 
management supervision.

In.' the analysis of loan, rocoverj^,-rates , much depends on the 
reliability- of data;.1 It is -therefore worth explaining hew - 
repayment figures are derived for.this study of the post- 
independence period.■ - Our first effort was to question each 
respondent . in the 198J survey about the loan repayment r ecord of ■; 
the household, . -Because answers often appeared evasive, V--. - .- ■ 
• und'erstaridabiy -so at a time of drought end- debt, we : :r;|.;--
readmini3tered .the,sane questions as a cross-check.to a subsample 
of - the same ,:.;householdsin Wedza in 19.84*. Consistent answers from 
one year to-the next;were obtained only 77% of the time^ with some 
farmers denying loans that they had previously admitted to 
having, however /'many- '.credentials and assurances -of - confidentialUgr
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were offerred, many farmers evidently thought that the ^  x 
interviewers represented! or reported to; a oredit agency
We therefore could not in this case place confidence in the 
interview method and an alternative had to,bo devised* " Objective • 
records ..on repayment'were-gathered from loan, account statements ‘' 
on. file with AFC and Silveira House* A common measure of current 
recovery was used, namely the percentage of funds1in an 
institution’s loan portfolio, repaid by a given date. The date 
chosen.'Was,:,30 September., each year by which time eighteen-month 
loans, issued in April uf the previous year ^ell due. Produce ' ; 
marketing. is normally;complete by this dato if revenue from crop 
sales are to bo used to-finance inputs xor the next season*
Areas of the country.were selected where the throe types of loan • 
scheme with distinct liability arrangements - - -AFC individual,.'
AFC group, Silveira House group - - were simultaneously in 
operation over three seasons from 1980/81 to 1982/83* The 'aî i of 
the research design is to control as far as possible for regional • 
and seasonal influences,'so that repayment rates for the three;• 
types of lending schemes can bo compared in isolation,
In- all, four peasant faming areas in Zimbabwe enjoy 
oo-existencOvof individual and group liability .credit schemes - — - , 
Mangwende, Goromonsi, ..Mhondoro and ITgezi/Sanynti, Regardless of 
v-season-'.̂ andvebypevof;,-scheme, repayment rates are generally highest 
in Mangwende, ;a, high-rainfall maize production area, and lowest , ’ 
in Ngezi/Sanyati, a more marginal area best suited to ootton 
production. . - * • ■
A full list of current recovery rates is given in Table f>»̂ . ; It; 
is immediately .apparent that,. due,- both to drought and the rapid 
expansion of credit in. the early•19801s overall repayment levels 
arelowor than the pre-independence schemes which were successful, 
'Final reoovery rates, will be marginally higher than the proportions 
reported here* ./ Payment, ofloans-zin arrears (that is,- between 
the-due date and the writing off:of bad'debts) are not included. 1 
Hue to the re-scheduling of debts, m?my arrears accounts were 
still open at'the time of analysis. Late payment o£/.arrearsf.:':ua'.i:.‘; 
"however, is unlikely to valter-the-relative-standing of the - , -
different types of lending schemes reported below, - '
The main finding is that, under most conditions, .joint liability 
is a more reliable; organizational arrangement for loanreoovery 
■ than individual ii ;̂ ili-te'-. In 19S0/81 and 1981/82, the farmers ' 
who took -.loans from .a-.:group lending scheme /were, more: li-koly., to 
pay. off current loan obligations., The advantage of group lending 
holds true regardless of whether the joint liability terms are 
-voluntary fas with the Silveira House revolving credit funds) or 
mandatory (as in the AFC group lending scheme.) Ih both oases, 
and in both years, the reoovery rates are significantly higher 
for -grqup 1 ending (on average j2% and 85%) respectively than 
/individuallending.(54%) (see Table 6,f,) ■



The. superior 'loan recovery; record of-the. group approaches^ can bfc 
traced to several factors, First,: the selection .of credit^ -

best position--to, assess the character and ability of .their 
neighbors:. - Group farmers/are xinlikely.' to- enter into a joint • 
liability arrangement, with individuals they know, to be lazy or 
untrustworthySaid' .one-, group chairman: -."when-,people :'-'jo±n:v they--:: 
have to ̂ a^e^HipS'iepayi are wary.of the. laggardO v;hp,- oan only'.
promise :^Ut - not" perform*^ .. (l-JyaohOwe. group,- Zvrajnba*;) ̂  Second^-. 
the: group provides' a'.xae'chaiiisEi to monitor, the .performance'’of . 
individual pl.othO 1 derfe•' throughout the agricultural season. . v\ 
Members'pWho ..fall: behind in their cropping program,: say ..by . failing :y 
..to., weed on time, can, be .reprimanded ,: advised, Or even . as sis ted - ■* y: ■ ■ 
by the. groupki. :j Pihaliy,' the group; enforces collectively . '••••'.•..
acceptable. behavior, at .the time that loans are due. ’ In the best ; 
organized groups, the chairman consults.'the/Written records . and 
advises each memberbhow much he; or she must market to' cover - the -;. 
vloah;;obligation. Plans may; be laid to transport the crop in 
bulk,, an arrangement-which reduoes. the opportunity for illegal 
marketing. If not enough- crops ', are sold:to pay off the loan by 
means of-stop-order, :.-then:;the group; v/ill urge Or, help the farmer ‘ - 
concerned to raise cash. . Both APC and SH officials report that, ; . 
throughout - the year,' farmers 7 trickle -in -to credit agenoy. offioes ‘ 
with small unsolicited.payments, One savings club committee in- 
Gath apparently .tells its members;; "to use their savings - to pay 
off fertilizer debts." (Kuzibatira group, Gutu.) Another group 
olaimed that "since we. have a poultry and vegetable project for 
all members of the gro’ap, we have a'way to get cash to p'ay.'.cff 
ioans.",; v^(lThedzewa;.l^pu^;a;,grbup,';:'Vedza.)

Two qualifications are required to the general finding ..that group'., 
methods are more effective at loan reoovery, \ She'first regards v:; 
the weather. 'The. rainfall regime in Zimbabwe is. highly - ‘ ;
variable;, and was never: more so than in the -first years' of . ;
\ independence • ; •.' Bountiful., .rains. fell in 193:0/01 ' and a bump er 
harvest^ was enjoyed;/ :19Q1 /82' was drier than normal and crops were' 
damaged, but not destroyed. The following year, 1982/83* saw a 
disastrous nationwide drought with the lowest annual, rainfall 
,ever recorded in. Zimbabwe. . It is dear from the data that loan ■; 
recoveries , are generally related to, the prevailing natural , ..
' conditions. : Loan recoveries were appallingly low in 1982/83•
Strikingly., we find however,, that the standing of different 
Credit, schemes is reversed in this year of. dovac-roating' drought . 
Recovery rates for' AFC (28%) individual s s  igni 1 i 0 antly out strip 
the group approaches (18% and 9%) (see Table 6.f.)

Groun .lending therefore, appears viable. under "normal" conditions,' 
put. counterproQuctive when .-farmers*%:are’-‘.exposed;• to. .-extreme 
environmentai ctress• The logic 01 1nc.1v1d.ual action an 

- different organizational settings supports this view. ,
Individuals will, struggle t° repay even when they are stringently 
deprived in order to maintain individual•eligibility for credit. .

: By.■contrast, /farmers' with joint, liability loans have little1 
incentive to, pay their'.-shcire'unless- they expect other group %
members to do the same. : /

. . - 1 9 -  ; v; , "

2 0 / . .



Take - the example of voluntary jointliability; An' individu.al. is 
bound by the group to repay his own loan only if the group has a 
realistic chance of maintaining^access'to credit in the following 
season* Whei^'a natural disaster causes widespread crop failure, 
it becomes'^Mon knowledge that mo^t- members will default.
Under'tHe's'e' circumstances, even the farmer who can r'epay is 
likely1 to withhold, isinoe he knows that the group will forfeit 
oredit ’'eligibility anyway. He has nothing to gain from payment;
Ho may even lose if the credit agency .-’later- decides to4 write off 
loans due to circumstances beyond the farmers’ oontrol. As'one 
field worker observed in Wedza in early 1985s ’’the farmers know 
there will be no credit from tho mission next season so they 
are nerfc keen to repay now. 1 Anyway, they think that if they sell 
a orop they will not be considered for drought relief,”

• *•
Mandatory group'liability imposes an even stronger,incentive to 
evado repayment.' In'this organizational sotting-the' .. ..
conscientious client is penalized, not only t6 the extent of his 
personal obligation, but for his full surplus which is * * » 
appropriated,to cover the debts of others,- If the group loan is ■■ 
•not-fully paid in one year, the good farmer may even find that 
<&op proooeds arc also -seized in-the foilwing year to pay. for a 
group debt' now in arrears I It is not surprising, therefore, that" 
tihon the crops fail, farmers turn to unofficial markets if they 
are-lucky enough to have something to sell.

The secoVid'-qualification concerns the relative merits of the 
voluntary and mandatory approaches to joint liability. The data 
indie'ato an' interaction offoot with the weather- whieh obscures '
-any 'clorircut and oonsistent advantage Of cno approach over 1 * -
the other The results can be summarized ap follows: in a very
good season, mandatory joint liability loads to higher rates of 
loan recovery, • In a very poor season, tho advantage lies wLth a ' 
voluntary approach. In seasons that are closer to "normal”, for 
example 1981/82, there is no significant difference in repayment 
rates between tho -two approaches, , - ,

Tho explanation for those-results is straightforward. If farmers 
must acoopt joint liability they would rather‘do 30 undor-a 
frooly-imposed contract than under a bureaucratic regulation.
Tho group stop-order, which makes some farmers automatically 
rosponsiblo for the debts of others, 'is an indiscriminate device 
for loan recovery that t ekes no account & £  changes in the 
’fdtmors’ circumstances item season*to season. It also treats^ 
'farmers in a paternalistic fashion-by removing the right to make 
cartain decisions about their own financial affairs. -A group v 
stop order works best in a good season when all farmers have-the" 
means to repay and least incentive to evade, As the\seasons 
•worsen, it becomes burdensome- to tho farmer and perceived as an - 
unwanted condition imposed by a coercive external agency,
■Whether -they like it or not, farmers are forced to act as their 
brothers’ keepers,” . Under those circumstances, a voluntary 

.approach begins to look more.attractive. The risk of a bad 
season- is shared with tho institution rather-than being borne 
entirely by the farmer, /^armors have the flexibility to weigh



the coat of assuming group debts against the benefit of 
retaii^iig-i^boess^to^croditi'-4 % Metibersgeah arrive-- at. individual , 
decisions, and ho stimulated to 'group actions,- that best suit , 
circumstances at the .time, v They are less likely ..to turn: to 
unofficial marketing channels andnore likely to retain a 
long^tern relationship-of:, ̂ odvill - with;the- credit .'agency#

In Zimbabwe, certain.- drawbacks : to mandatory group. liability - have y. 

bo'cono . apparentr;* . Groups havp- sonetines-been promoted into - the - ••
• group lending -schone. :of : thc AFC without. full- explanation, .to. ; • ,
members.of their exposure to heavier - obligation,. In other - - ; 
groupsv~irbptOTents'i':hdYo^boenvincdnt>lGtO'i'^d;f;si~'^tic(tt;:diS^lntoroel.-‘: 
debt has' arisen. ■'In mid-1982, over one-quarter of groups-in:the 
AFC group lending:schone had an-internal debt problem (Reid, - 
1982, 3,) In; Gorononzi, the policy was to -pay. members - with the - v 
funds--dvaila-ble. f rou orop'-sales e!nd.-rhenoe :;thb-debts of  ̂
delinquents ‘; cenc tu. be owed -.to fellow members, In Mangwondej a
tougher;:tack: was t ahen with total crop proceeds withheld from ’all 
group members in an.effort to got delinquents to pay, Farnors 
rooeived.?the. proceeds ;frbn.-crop s-:iies^extrcnely ilHto> in some . 
Oases up to -a year after ̂ delivery, to market, 5 . "

\niatever the . method, j ihevend result- is the sane, nancly , -to • •: 
weaken the organization- of farrier groups, The farmer groups - 
promoted- by SH into -the AFC: wore, initially selected from among .- „ 
the .stfongestflri-Mitiefcorâ  \diioh,;in;;pa^
for - their outstanding performance, in a. good season, .i- But-..the 
oohesivencss of these groups has not been sufficient to '•/ 
protodrthen against the: disruptive offocts of mandatory joint 
liability, "While no groups have actually broken up.many have • 
experienced- desertion ;by older members, Some group leaders in 
Mangwonde have approaohed the oourts as the only method of • 
foroing settlement , of internal debts, • Strict screening v-;:- 
procedures have ;?teen : introduced. at AFC- :to..identify and 
"blaclclis t" farnors who . -abandon a bad dbbt; with a group and- , 
reapply under ' their own name in...tho individual liability, sohone* 
Thoaproriisei'.of : credit had' led to the- over-rapid expansion of :. 
•ieroutt uunfidrs :witn- new. nomoors.- aamitt^a - wne- j.acic xong^-stending 
coT'initnentf to .-the "group as-aii -onpity,:. ; Larco new .groups 'are./ 
'noticeably., more:.susceptible ..to . inteiriax^xac'cion .and; defcuu-c. ;.xnaij 
smaller, yell-establishea-,uuust~7 “ '
tinder voluntary^n'rf.ahgements^;individuals ...can choose the,: extent- to 
which; they • sfand 'for,the ..grouj; .as ., a wholo,:; jV. Unlike- thof.of f lolals 
of a distant credit- agency,-group members.have intimate knowledge 
of the:. circumstances, of every' .farmer,Group members know, if . a • 
farmer has'boon absent in town during the cropping season or 
•spend tine.at the becrhall instead of the fields. They can 
refuse to bail such on individual^out of debt end insist that he 
raise cash elsewhere. •; - "If: a household ho.s suff ored .in unforeseen 
'setback, then the group con gather round and cover payment as a 
community welfare service.:



Above all, ./the problem is '.presented ■ to•; the group for solution and - 
hot nrbi'trdrily decided by institutional -rogulntion. : There is 
'evidence tb/buggestShat,' 'faand6rsvwili;’ndt vsh i ^  besnohsihilitins _; 
voluntarily- placed., on their, own ' snoulders, ..in an experimental- 
schcne in Wodza. in :i yb;>/o4, - group lamers mpaid• 75% of current . 
ohe-Kicro maize loans of their own volition. In this cr.se/ 'after 
an average season,, farnars chose to pay group loaders, who ,iri .. 
turn reported with the- fun .s to' a local;’ credit office, .entirely h 
\vdthoUto-the''-cdrrpvilsiv'in"' of ̂.iTn''.autoa-?/ciC'.:daduĉ b.nt;.'-;.-. Voluntary ’ 
np'chcnisms ,cdn therefore enhance . the ability; and confidence . of • 
people to ruvi eerTnunityih^p^ in 'this regard
"developmental.M Wnereas mandatory joint liability can lead to •
the; ,^3integratibn; of-; ̂ bnph/Sa bvolTAnta^r^n^;ac]i?.j,3;lil?ely- 
contribute to the building of locri  institutions,

life are now in a position' to make-, a final, evaluation,; Wiich'.of. the 
"three no dels is most .appropriate' -for snallholder lending, in 
Zimbabwe? '

From’the:Credit agency1s point of.view,•and on economic grounds 
alone, the mandatory .'joint'iiab^ itv . n.pp-rfir.rih'-is indisputably the 
post effective. This, becomes olpar when total boots 
. I adninistratioh plus! default), arc compared 'with total returns 
;(jrop_a3prients...plusvihtorest)k-^.(seepTablb;-;6,@, ) gsgOnly ;in'the • AFC 
- group jiertding -sdhono do annual paynents by farmers begin to :cover 
• total annual- costs . ■ tfnder all: schemes; in' Zimbabwe the capital ,.; ; 
..stoclc'available ;forAiending lb;depleted eaoh yp-m. . -tv> the ; 
AFC group scheme the annual loss is not- severed?15/6) ;'especially'’ih' 
the .light of 'alternative approacnes, " ’ ’
Londihg;tu ' individiicld.'bnallholders..in Zimbabwe, by;contrast,; is :-v; 
clearly not a viable proposition. The AFC individual scheme A;-;};; 
locos half (50/6) of its capital- stock each year ! This startling 
fact.refers only to • a season.within the normal: range of clinatio. 
variability in Zinbabwo and excludes thG GXCeptional season of .
;disastrous :drought, ’' The .conclusion is inescapable that .the AFC 
individual'lending scheme- is a drain ,on.the national treasury. 
There; can be no justification for the present AFC policy of ; 
directing 99% ofsmallholder; loans end 80% of smallholder loan 
money to individual farmers.
Tho remaining quostion is-/ whetherVvoluntary ■joint liability has A  
anything to' offer, as" a ceriponerit of a' credit policy, ' The,method
.has pdtent. economic’shortcomings',- - 57̂ 6 annual, capital depletion
• in Zimbabwe - - that derive from high overheads and low interest 

There .is no .oitornativo but to make loans to. groups , ' 
r. than individuals , and .to:: charge' farmers a -marketrate ’ for A:;

in Zimbabwe 
rates 
rather 
borrowed money In: other, words, the way to make a voluntary
approach, norc viable is to adopt: terns "that resemble mandatory, • 
joint liability, ‘ The. conclusion reached here‘is that-both.. ; 
government and n,g,o,* *s should review the :torns of peasant sector 
lending and devise noons to responsibly e xpand ;iFC group lending
• model, V;A  ■ 'vV^'T^v'V'.;g;A: ■ A ""A;--'0 ". 'AAA AA'
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At the same'time, a concerted effort must be made to mitigate the 
serious external effects assooiated with mandatory Joint; 
liability. v;-. V/e-.-have ;ai,̂ ed'‘here--3^t-::s;trii^ht'-'credit,-tarn® idehbV. 

;;'unde3^ne''Orgahi'zatioh-buiiditig; at. -the local level. : Parmer' -,-.v ■
gbpups1 perform many important .development, functions - - diffusion v 
of agricultural innovations,; labor .and :draft mobilization,'■ market 
aooess - ~ ..that... should''liot .be ;saorifioed;;;for'‘tb'e;-adinixiistrative .

, convenience of a. oontral financial institution,. .•'••• " * ;V

Instead, the AFC ^cup lending .scheme should.be expanded slowly,... r 
;with . adnpi.ssiqn ;limlted;;lof groups of proven rohesivenes3 and'
' skill-. ■ -i. One.' reason . th?.t the'iiPO group lendi:

i„
..... _ __ group lending scheme has
performed well Is because.-its first recruits were the oream of . 
organized siriallholdbrs iiv. Zimbabwe;.-All.had received an -

.• apprenticeshipin group awareness -arid credit: use in the S H A  v/ v 
revolving fund, scheme and many continue to receive managerial 
.̂.support,- •, As -all .3H groups -pass .into. .AFC ranks, the-.opportunities.
• to lo cat ef mo del clients: will:rap Idly > diminish. Farmers' who laek’
group'.cohesion and Who' .'are' not well versed about joint liability 
,;will not achieve ,a good - repayment r eoord, ?, Training of staff andy 
s • farmers, in community•. organization,;'-theimplications.,of 
’’joint and several1';, contracts, and .financial .management is 
presently' the ..biggest obstacle-.-to. the .expansion of the AFC group A 
lending soheme. .. ‘ -

. 'Who, then, should, dq thi3-training? uvThe most experienced- - 
practitioners- in .promoting .farmer groups are indigenous ... ‘ ....v.:.
non-government organizations.A THeSilvcira House LeadershipIf :.
0enter and the Sayings Development Movement, among others, should 
be oontraoted to train a.cadre of ..trainers, from .omong the:AFC 
staff. The training should aim to nurture a'strong leadership 
within 'group's - that is capable of- honest-':and ,efficient .loan v • 
administration^ a s  much -emphasis should be given to 'group -1 -A 

, philosophy as' to the mechanics of money lending. A joint . 
..liability approach can ultimately flourish.only if group, members 
come to choose of their own accord to stand for one another. It 
takes only one farmer’s dislionesty or one season of bad drought 
to shake the'foundations of a group based on joint liability;:'
The record established by the AFC group lending scheme is' A..A\

. commendabl'e> .■ hut. without attention to the preparation of staff'' .
: and clients, it may prove to be ephemeral, .. .AA .-

As - a:.complement.-to .the expansion' of :gcoup<lending, AiFC should , - .
1 suspend all lending on an iiidividual liability. b as is '.. - Ins toad, as ' 
an interim measure , end as a step in .training, .voluntary jointA.:/, 
liability terms should be adopted.' Loans to individuals should , 
only be granted to fanners in groups who can demonstrate a shaded 
purpose-, beyond a common desire for financial assistance. -
Training in the methods and advantages of collective .production: A

. and marketing should -bo begun at this ;stage. The' keystone', to -Ap ' -
this approach is the'condition that repayment- by all. group ;-r•':- 

.. members, is required before any' individual is again eligible for A .
credit. Together, these measures should, be’ sufficient to raise 

A the -AFC repayment irreco'rd'' appreciably'.'arid facilitate a gradual

: 24/•••••
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transition to -a 111013?© demanding''joint lAabilitys-tructiixe^

Conclusion ^

We have shown in this paper that farmers organizations in 
Zimbabwe ■! s communal areas contribute to the mobilization^ of 
agricultural finance. On one handt group organization helps to 
aggregate thesupply of -savings:from smallrural households and 
direct it to production. On the other, groups help formers to 
aggregate demand for;credit and open up.channels of aeoess to 
financial services, Finally, wo have demonstrated the cost - 
effectiveness of group lending arid argued for the expansion of 
these approaches as a matter of policy, •

In the formulation of ny agricultural policy, the preferences 
and initiatives of the producers must be respected. Over the' 
short terra, institutional rules to mold farmer behavior may be 
enforced in the absence of support from -below. In the long term, 
however, farmers must devise rules and impose them on themselves * 
if permanent- rural institutions jare to bev: built ■with.ra capaci-ty 
for sustained, development, , The experience- of Zimbabwe shows that 
rural savings, can be mobilized and loan capital recovered when ■ 
active, popular organizations are encouraged to grow in the —  ' 
countryside, , .
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